A Day in the City of
PGH Commitment

Pittsburgh

MeetPITTSBURGH, a division of VisitPITTSBURGH, is
proud to present the Pittsburgh Global Health (PGH) &
Safety Commitment, which highlights the wide range of
health and safety commitments put forward by our local
hospitality and tourism communities.
Now, more than ever, these communities are aligned,
prioritizing the health and wellbeing of our residents
and visitors. This mutual pledge demonstrates that
our region is committed to exceeding the highest
expectations when it comes to health and safety. As
you move forward with plans for meetings and events
in 2021 and beyond, continue to consider Pittsburgh.
And remember - you have our commitment. The PGH
Commitment.

Explore Outdoors!
Pittsburgh is full of outdoor adventure. Whether you choose to hike, bike, walk or simply
relax and enjoy our spectacular outdoor views, there’s something for every outdoor
enthusiast in Pittsburgh.
See Pittsburgh from two wheels and take advantage of the city’s 24 miles of riverfront
trails. Get a fantastic view from Pittsburgh’s famous three rivers aboard Gateway
Clipper Fleet’s riverboat cruises. Looking for more adventure? Rent a kayak from Kayak
Pittsburgh Downtown near PNC Park and the Roberto Clemente Bridge.
The City of Pittsburgh also is home to 165 parks, ranging from regional parks to small
neighborhood parklets. Point State Park, a National Historic Landmark at the confluence
of the three rivers, has 36 acres to stroll and unbelievable views.

Enjoy an Only-in-Pittsburgh Attraction
There are countless reasons why Pittsburgh often makes the list of the world’s best
places to visit, though the top spots are often reserved for our many Only-in-Pittsburgh
attractions.
There’s The Andy Warhol Museum, which tells the story of the pop artist born in
Pittsburgh, with seven floors of gallery and exhibition space, and the National Aviary, the
nation’s only indoor bird zoo with more than 500 birds and 150 species on display.
No trip to Pittsburgh is complete without a photo at the top of Mount Washington
following a ride on the historic Monongahela and Duquesne Inclines. Enjoy the city’s
famous skyline before grabbing a bite to eat at one of the neighborhood restaurants
with stunning city views.

Take a Bite Out of the ‘Burgh
Foodies will embrace Pittsburgh’s culinary creations. The city’s food scene is red hot
and garnering attention. In recent years, Pittsburgh has been named the 2019 Food City
of the Year (Restaurant Hospitality), The Next Big Food Town (Bon Appetit) and the No. 1
Food City in the U.S. (Zagat) while also earning praise as “a top U.S. destination for good
food” (Yelp).
Pittsburgh has everything from James Beard-nominated chefs and restaurants – more
than a dozen - to inventive ventures and fresh, new restaurant concepts. From casual
family spots and upscale, romantic eateries, to late-night bites and convenient take-out
joints, every palate will be satisfied.

Sip a Brew with Your Crew
Pittsburgh is a town united in its love of beer. Named a top city for craft brewing by
MoveBuddah.com, nearly 40 craft breweries call Allegheny County home. No wonder
it’s so easy to find a brewpub ready to serve up a draft or fill a growler. Best of all, new
and inventive breweries continue to open.
The Pittsburgh Brewers Guild can help you make the most of your time in our city. From
backgrounders on each brewery to pre-set trails, the ability to build your own trail and
more – you’ll quickly grow to appreciate Pittsburgh’s beer scene.

Experience a Cultural Phenomenon
With museums, galleries, public art and dynamic performances, Pittsburgh is the place
to explore a world-class arts and cultural scene.
Start in the compact, walkable Cultural District, conveniently located next to the David L.
Lawrence Convention Center, where the Grammy Award-winning Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra performs in elegant Heinz Hall. The exciting Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre
presents a powerful collection of classical and contemporary ballets, and Pittsburgh
Opera creates live opera of the highest standard.
Don’t have time to take in a show? Tour the artistic venues. There’s the beautifully
restored Benedum Center for the Performing Arts, a historic theater; the August Wilson
African American Cultural Center with its exhibition galleries and theatre; and, the
intimate Byham Theater.
Avid artists have plenty of options in Pittsburgh. Phipps Conservatory and Botanical
Gardens delights with its art crafted by flowers, and The Frick Pittsburgh showcases
classical art collections. Contemporary art and installations created by artists in
residence are housed at the Mattress Factory.

Cheer for the Black and Gold
The City of Champions embraces sports fans and is the ideal destination to
enjoy exciting competitive sports events at world-class venues and stadiums.
Bask in the views at the highly-regarded PNC Park, home to the Pittsburgh Pirates; tour
Heinz Field, where enthusiastic fans wave Terrible Towels in support of the Pittsburgh
Steelers; or watch the puck drop at PPG Paints Arena and cheer on the Pittsburgh
Penguins. Combined, these three teams have won six Super Bowls, five World Series
Championships and five Stanley Cups.
Pittsburgh was named the Best City for Football Fans by WalletHub in 2021. Discover
the history behind the Steelers dynasty and learn more about the region’s rich sports history at the Western Pennsylvania
Sports Museum, located on the second and third floors of the Senator John Heinz History Center. Or, swing by the Roberto
Clemente Museum, an entire museum dedicated to the “Great One.”

